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The magnetic ﬁeld is an interesting candidate for the development of active plasmonic devices as it is able to
modify the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) wave vector. Both real and imaginary parts of the SPP wave vector
are affected. Here, we have experimentally determined the contribution of both modulations in the spectral range
λ0 = 500–1000 nm for magnetoplasmonic systems consisting of noble/ferromagnetic/noble multilayered metal
ﬁlms. We have seen that the real part usually exceeds the imaginary one, but in the longer wavelength range
the contribution of the imaginary part cannot be neglected. We have analyzed the spectral dependency of the
modulation, and we conclude that it is dominated by the evolution of the SPP properties with wavelength and not
the magneto-optical parameter. A ﬁgure of merit including modulation and propagation distance is also studied
for the three ferromagnetic metals, Fe, Co, and Ni.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand of our society for faster communication networks and information-processing systems,
being at the same time more efﬁcient or greener in terms of
energy consumption, constitutes a key driving force towards
the progress of integrated photonic devices. The design
and fabrication of new nanoscale optical systems becomes
therefore crucial in order to deliver all the different functions
required in these devices. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
are propagating electromagnetic waves bound to a metaldielectric interface, therefore vertically conﬁned. Besides,
they can be laterally conﬁned beyond the diffraction limit by
nanostructuring the interface. Recent advances in SPP-based
(plasmonic) systems, with a wide range of passive coupling
and guiding elements demonstrated, show that they are one
of the relevant candidates to achieve these nanophotonic
circuits,1–4 provided that the intrinsic loss of the system can be
overcome by using appropriate gain strategies.5 Furthermore,
important progress has been made in the last years to achieve
active plasmonic conﬁgurations,6–18 i.e., plasmonic systems
that could be externally manipulated, which is a critical
step to really endow plasmonic systems with full capacity
of development of nanophotonic chips as it will allow the
realization of fundamental components such as modulators,
switches or active multiplexors, couplers, and add-drop ﬁlters.
Several external agents have been proposed so far to provide
the controlled response of these active plasmonic systems:
temperature,6,7,14 voltage,10,11,17,18 optical signals,8,9,12,13 or
magnetic ﬁeld.15,16 In all cases, the mechanism underlying
the modiﬁcation of the system’s response is either the control
of absorption6,8,9,11,17 or the modiﬁcation of the material
refractive index and thus of the SPP wave vector7,10,14–16,18
(a combination of both in some speciﬁc cases12,13 ).
The use of magnetic ﬁeld and associated magneto-optical
(MO) effects as the driving agent can be of particular interest
because of its ﬂexibility. It has been known since the early
seventies that a magnetic ﬁeld B = B0 x̂ parallel to the interface
1098-0121/2012/86(3)/035118(7)

induces a modiﬁcation on the wave vector of a SPP traveling in
the perpendicular direction, ksp = ksp ŷ [see sketch in Fig. 1(a)
for relative directions]:19–21
0
ksp (±B0 ) = ksp
± ksp (B0 ),

(1)

0
is the SPP wave vector without applied magnetic
where ksp
ﬁeld and ksp is the modulation induced by the magnetic ﬁeld,
which is related to the off-diagonal element of the dielectric
tensor yz , also called MO constant. This modiﬁcation occurs
r
r
i
in both the real and imaginary part of ksp : ksp
(ksp
) and ksp
i
(ksp
), respectively. The amount of modulation of each part
is different, and is a function of the optical and MO properties
of our particular system. The real and imaginary parts of ksp
r
represent different physical properties: ksp
accounts for the
i
SPP phase velocity while ksp is related to its propagation
distance. Therefore, the magnetic ﬁeld offers the opportunity
of designing active plasmonic systems based on the control
i
dominates, or on effective refractive
of absorption if ksp
r
index modiﬁcation if ksp
does. Moreover, as can be seen in
Eq. (1), the SPP modiﬁcation under an applied magnetic ﬁeld
is nonreciprocal [ksp (B0 ) = −ksp (B0 )], thus making this kind
of system very interesting for the design of integrated optical
isolators,22–26 another fundamental piece for the development
of nanophotonic circuits. Another advantage of the magnetic
ﬁeld driven systems is related to its potential switching
speed, as it has been recently demonstrated that materials
magnetization switching is an ultrafast phenomenon that can
achieve the terahertz regime.27
The implementation of magnetic ﬁeld induced modulation
on plasmonic systems in the optical regime requires the use
of materials combining good properties in terms of plasmon
propagation and MO constant of sizable value. Unfortunately,
noble metals have a quite small MO constant, so a magnetic
material has to be introduced in the system to increase this
response. Ferromagnetic metals seem an appropriate choice
as they also support plasmons due to their metallic nature;
however, their high optical absorption induces an excessive
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spreading of the evanescent wave. Finally we discuss the
optimum spectral range for application purposes in terms
of a ﬁgure of merit combining both modulation and SPP
propagation distance.

(a)

r
i
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF ksp
AND ksp

(b)

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Left side: Sketch of the magnetoplasmonic interferometer with deﬁnition of the system geometry and
structural parameters. Right side: Image from the slit back side,
showing the transmitted intensity interference pattern resulting from
the interference between the light directly transmitted through the slit
and the surface plasmon polariton excited at the groove and decoupled
at the slit after having traveled the groove-slit distance. (b) Optical
(top panel) and magnetoplasmonic (bottom panel) interferograms for
an interferometer with the following particular geometry: slit-groove
angle θ = 5◦ , minimum slit-groove distance d(0) = 20 μm, AuCoAu
trilayer of h = 25 nm. The measurements correspond to λ0 = 633 nm.
The right side inset shows a zoomed portion of both interferometers
to depict in more detail the phase shift, φ.

damping of the SPP propagation which prevents their use
as the only metallic component of the system. This has led
to the combination of noble and ferromagnetic metals as
suitable magnetoplasmonic systems.15,16,28–31 The possibility
of realizing magnetic ﬁeld driven SPP modulators has been
recently demonstrated using this kind of system.15 Moreover,
the modulation can be increased with the addition of a
thin dielectric layer on top of the metallic multilayer,16
or by optimizing the quality of the interfaces.31 A deeper
understanding of the behavior of these systems would allow
for a further development of active plasmonic devices acting
through a magnetic ﬁeld.
In this paper, we have experimentally determined the
spectral evolution of the modulation of both the real and
imaginary parts of the SPP wave vector in the visible and nearinfrared (from 500 nm to 1 μm) for Au/Co/Au multilayered
systems. As will be shown, the relative weight of each part
depends on the wavelength range, so this aspect has to be
taken into account to optimize the obtained response in these
systems. We also analyze the dependence of both modulations
on the different optical and magneto-optical parameters of the
system, expanding the study to other ferromagnetic metals.
We have found that the spectral behavior of ksp is dominated
by the evolution of the SPP properties, namely the vertical

The values of the real and imaginary part of the SPP wave
vector modulation induced by the magnetic ﬁeld have been
obtained by means of plasmonic microinterferometry with
tilted groove-slit arrangement,13 using the same conﬁguration
as that employed for the implementation of magnetoplasmonic
modulators.15,16 A sketch of this conﬁguration is shown in
Fig. 1(a): A slit and a tilted groove have been engraved by
means of a focused ion beam (FIB) on a Au/Co/Au trilayer
(total thickness 200 nm). The thickness of the Co layer, tCo ,
is 6 nm, and it is placed at different depths from the trilayer
surface (h = 15, 25, and 35 nm). The slit, of width 100 nm,
goes through all the metal thickness, while the groove, 200 nm
wide, has a depth of around 100 nm. These dimensions,
although not optimized for maximum coupling or resonant
transmission of SPPs at each wavelength,32 have allowed us to
satisfactorily excite and detect the surface plasmon polaritons
in all the aimed spectral range, from 500 nm to 1 μm. When
illuminating the interferometer with a p-polarized laser beam,
the light collected at the back side of the slit results from the
interference between light directly transmitted through the slit
and light originating from a surface plasmon polariton that has
been excited at the groove, has traveled towards the slit, and
is decoupled in the slit. This transmitted light intensity can be
expressed as

 r
I = A2r + A2sp (x) + 2Ar Asp (x) cos ksp
d(x) + ϕ0 , (2)
where Ar corresponds to the ﬁeld amplitude of the light passing
directly across the slit and Asp to that associated with the
SPP. Due to the tilted groove-slit conﬁguration, the distance
d between them depends on the position along the slit, d(x),
and the optical path difference entering in the cosine argument
changes, which results in a pronounced interference pattern
along the slit axes, as can be seen in Fig. 1(a). The SPP
related ﬁeld amplitude Asp also depends on d(x) because of
i
g
the damping during SPP propagation, Asp (x) = Asp e−ksp d(x) ,
g
where Asp is the amplitude of the excited SPP at the groove
position, which in principle is, as Ar , constant along the
groove. The phase ϕ0 is a constant phase arising during SPP
coupling at the groove and uncoupling at the slit. We collect the
intensity at the back side of the slit by scanning a photodiode
along a projected image obtained with a 20× long-distance
objective. This signal constitutes the optical interferogram,
and an example corresponding to an interferometer with
slit-groove angle θ = 5◦ and minimum slit-groove distance
d(0) = 20 μm in a AuCoAu trilayer of h = 25 nm, measured
at λ0 = 633 nm, is plotted in the top panel of Fig. 1(b).
If an external periodic (1.4 kHz in our experimental
conﬁguration) magnetic ﬁeld high enough to saturate the
sample (B ≈ 20 mT) is applied parallel to the sample interface
and along the slit axis, a modiﬁcation in the SPP wave vector
is induced following Eq. (1), which results in a modiﬁcation
of the optical path difference and therefore a shift in the
interference pattern. This leads to a variation of the transmitted
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intensity at each point of the slit synchronous with the applied
magnetic ﬁeld, I = I (+M) − I (−M) ≡ Imp . In a ﬁrst-order
approximation, this intensity variation corresponds to the
derivative of the transmitted intensity I with respect to the
magnetic ﬁeld, and it can be expressed as






r 2 + k i 2 sin k 0r d + ϕ + φ ,
Imp = −4Ar Asp d ksp
0
sp
sp
(3)
0r
ksp

0i
ksp

and
are the real and imaginary parts of ksp when
where
there is no magnetic ﬁeld applied. This intensity variation
is collected with the scanning photodiode by using lock-in
detection and constitutes the magnetoplasmonic interferogram
[see bottom panel of Fig. 1(b)]. It can be seen that Imp is
proportional to the modulus of ksp and to the distance
covered by the plasmon d. Moreover, Imp is phase shifted
r
with respect to I : The modulation of ksp
induces a π/2-phase
i
shift, and the presence of ksp adds an additional φ phase,
i
r
deﬁned as tan φ = ksp
/ksp
[a full derivative of Eq. (3),
r
i
with the explicit contribution of ksp
and ksp
, can be found
in the Appendix]. By determining the phase shift between
both interferograms and the ratio of the amplitude of the
magnetoplasmonic signal to the amplitude contrast of the
optical one [shown in Fig. 1(b)], both the real and imaginary
parts of the SPP wave vector modulation can be determined.

r
i
as dashed lines, the values of ksp
and ksp
obtained from
numerical simulations performed in the following way:33 Our
multilayered air/Au/Co/Au/glass system is modeled by means
of a transfer matrix formalism where the magneto-optical
activity is accounted for by describing the Co layer with the
corresponding dielectric tensor. Then, a numerical solver for
guided modes is applied to ﬁnd the SPP supported by the
metal-air interface in the presence and absence of an applied
magnetic ﬁeld B. The optical and MO constants of the different
materials involved have been obtained by ellipsometric and
polar Kerr characterization,29 respectively, of the samples
containing the interferometers. As can be seen, the agreement
between the experiment and the simulations is very good.
As Fig. 2 shows, the general trend for both real and
imaginary part wave vector modulations is that the modulation
value decreases with wavelength, an unexpected behavior in
principle as the absolute value of the MO constants of Co
increase with wavelength [see Fig. 3(a)], and whose origin will
be discussed in detail in the next section. The same behavior
is obtained for all three different positions of the Co layer,

(a)

r
i
III. SPECTRAL BEHAVIOR OF ksp
AND ksp

(b)

In order to analyze their spectral dependence, we have mear
i
sured ksp
and ksp
by illuminating the magnetoplasmonic
interferometers with several lasers of different wavelengths
(λ0 = 532, 633, 680, 785, 860, and 890 nm). The obtained
results are plotted in Fig. 2 (ﬁlled symbols) for three trilayers
where the Co layer is placed at different positions, h = 15,
25, and 35 nm. The upper graph corresponds to the real part
of the modulation, and the lower graph to the imaginary part.
Together with the experimental results, Fig. 2 also includes,

r
FIG. 2. (Color online) Wavelength dependence of ksp
(top
i
(bottom graph) obtained for magnetoplasmonic
graph) and ksp
trilayers with three different positions of the Co layer, h = 15, 25,
and 35 nm. The ﬁlled symbols correspond to experimental values and
the dashed lines to values obtained numerically. The inset shows the
i
r
/ksp
, which corresponds to tan φ.
calculated ratio ksp

(c)

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Wavelength dependence of the
magneto-optical parameter Q for our Co layers, as obtained from
ellipsometric and polar Kerr characterization. (b) Evolution of the
plasmonic term from the analytical expression of ksp for the
AuCoAu trilayers. Both the long-wavelength approximation (real
part in black dash-dot line and imaginary part in dashed red line)
and complete expressions (real part in black solid line and imaginary
part in dotted red line) are plotted. (c) Spectral dependence of the
intensity of the SPP magnetic ﬁeld at the middle of the Co layer in a
AuCoAu trilayer with h = 15 nm. The SPP magnetic ﬁeld intensity
is normalized in such a way that the intensity integrated along the
z axis is 1 for each wavelength. (d) Evolution with wavelength of
the separation of the SPP wave vector from the light line (left axis;
real part in black solid line and imaginary part in red dotted line)
compared with the evolution of ksp (right axis; real part in black
dash-dot line and imaginary part in dashed red line) for a AuCoAu
trilayer (in particular, the case for h = 15 nm is plotted).
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with the only difference of getting smaller absolute values of
modulation as the Co layer lies deeper in the trilayer. This is
due to the evanescent nature of the SPP: Its electromagnetic
ﬁeld decays exponentially inside the metal, and therefore the
deeper the Co (ferromagnetic) layer the less electromagnetic
ﬁeld and as a consequence the less magnetic modulation would
be achieved.15
Regarding the real part of ksp , it presents a peak at low
wavelengths (λ0 = 530 nm).34 This peak is not associated
with a resonant behavior but with the presence of absorption
in the metal, which makes the SPP dispersion relation bend
around this wavelength close to the surface plasmon resonance
frequency35 (the discussion in the next section will clarify
this point). As for the imaginary part, it is in general smaller
than the real part in most of the spectral range. Only in
the smallest wavelength part (λ0 < 520 nm), again close to
the surface plasmon resonance frequency, the imaginary part
dominates. At this wavelength range, there is a discrepancy
between theory and experiment, mainly due to the very short
SPP propagation distance, which worsened signiﬁcantly the
signal-to-noise ratio during experiment. Taking into account
the ratio between imaginary and real part modulations, shown
in the inset included in Fig. 2, three spectral regions can be
deﬁned. For lower wavelengths (λ0 < 520 nm), the dominant
part of the modulation is the imaginary one, but this is a region
where plasmon losses are too high to envisage any practical
application of these systems. For the central range, between
λ0 = 550 nm and around 750 nm, the relevant component of the
modulation is the real part, the imaginary one being a small
perturbation that can be discarded (tan φ ≈ 0), as was done
in previous studies of the magnetoplasmonic modulators.15,16
Finally, for the long-wavelength region the ratio increases,
so that the imaginary part has to be taken into account in
order to accurately describe the system. For example, in
magnetoplasmonic modulators implemented in the form of
interferometers and therefore based on the intensity variation
i
given by Eq. (3), the contribution of ksp
is important to ﬁnd
the slit-groove distance of maximum response, as φ can no
longer be neglected.
IV. DISCUSSION ON THE DIFFERENT FACTORS
GOVERNING ksp

To gain a deeper understanding on the obtained spectral
behavior of the modulation of ksp , an equation relating the
implied parameters is necessary. An analytical expression for
ksp in a noble/ferromagnetic/noble metal trilayer can be
obtained considering that the ferromagnetic layer (Co here)
is very thin and that the MO activity is a small perturbation in
the system (|yz |  |xx |):15
2
k02 d2 Au
Au

 × QCo ,
ksp ≈ 2tCo e−2hkz ×  2
2
d − Au d + Au

(4)

where tCo and h are the thickness and depth of the Co layer,
respectively; kzAu is the z component of the SPP wave vector
inside the metal; Au and d are the dielectric constants of Au
and of the dielectric medium on top of the metallic trilayer;
0
corresponds
k0 is the wave vector of light in vacuum; ksp
to the SPP wave vector of a semi-inﬁnite metal-dielectric
interface;35 and QCo is the Co magneto-optical parameter. To

get an insight on the main parameters governing ksp behavior,
we can also employ the following approximation valid in the
long-wavelength regime (d  Au ):
k02 d2
× QCo
Au
≡ Astr × B plasm × QCo .

ksp ≈ −2tCo e−2hkz ×
Au

(5)

We can split both Eqs. (4) and (5) into three terms: a
structural term Astr , a purely optical or plasmonic term B plasm ,
and a MO term QCo . The structural term Astr is governed by
geometric parameters regarding the structure (tCo and h) and
the z component of the SPP wave vector inside the metal,
kzAu , which is also associated with the exponential decay of
the SPP electromagnetic ﬁeld intensity inside the metal layer
mentioned before hardly depends on the wavelength, so it will
not be further taken into account. The plasmonic term B plasm
includes all the optical parameters of the system except for
those related to the ferromagnetic layer: Au , d (1 in the case
analyzed here), and k0 . Thus, this term takes into account the
properties of the surface plasmon polariton supported by the
system for each wavelength. Finally, the MO properties of
our ferromagnetic layer appear in the last term through the
Co Co
magneto-optical parameter Q, deﬁned as QCo = iyz
/xx
Co
Co
(for xx and yz the optical and magneto-optical constants of
Co, respectively). The spectral behavior of ksp is therefore
determined by QCo and B plasm , whose dependencies on the
wavelength are plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Figure 3(b) shows the plasmonic term in the exact expression of
Eq. (4) as well as the long-wavelength approximation [Eq. (5)].
As can be seen, the approximation is very good beyond
700 nm.
From the results plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we can
establish that the spectral behavior of ksp in our AuCoAu
magnetoplasmonic multilayers is dominated by the plasmonic
term: The absolute value of Q increases with the wavelength while the plasmonic term shows the same decreasing
behavior as ksp as well as the presence of a small peak
in the real part for small wavelengths. This shows that the
evolution of the SPP properties with the wavelength is very
important to determine the possible magnetic modulation
achieved.
A signiﬁcant SPP property is the SPP ﬁeld vertical
spreading, which affects the amount of ﬁeld reaching the
ferromagnetic layer. Actually, it has already been demonstrated
that when covering the metallic multilayers with dielectric
ﬁlms of different thickness, the magnetic ﬁeld induced
modulation of the SPP wave vector evolves in the same way
as the redistribution of the SPP electromagnetic ﬁeld.16 The
same mechanism, as a function of the wavelength, can be
invoked here. In fact, we can rewrite Eq. (4) so that the
amount of SPP ﬁeld inside the Co layer appears explicitly.
For that, we refer to the SPP magnetic ﬁeld component
intensity |Hy |2 at the Co layer position. This magnitude is
normalized so that for each wavelength the integral of |Hy |2
along the z axis is equal to 1 (the energy density is the same
in all cases). Taking into account that for a Au/dielectric
semi-inﬁnite interface the normalized SPP magnetic ﬁeld can
Au
be written as [2kzAu kzd /(kzAu + kzd )]1/2 e−kz z , with kzAu and kzd
the z components of the SPP wave vector in the metal and
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dielectric, respectively, and using some arithmetic, we obtain
the following expression:
√
k0 d Au −(d + Au )  Co 2
Hy
ksp ≈ tCo ×
× QCo . (6)
2
d2 − Au
In Fig. 3(c), we plot |HyCo |2 as a function of the wavelength.
The SPP ﬁeld does indeed decrease with the wavelength, as
ksp does, conﬁrming that the penetration of the SPP in the
MO layer is the main parameter to take into account in the
spectral behavior of ksp . The SPP ﬁeld, however, does not
reproduce all the details found in the spectral evolution of
r
i
ksp
and ksp
. This is due to the inﬂuence of other optical
parameters, as can be seen from Eq. (6). The term containing
the proportionality to the SPP ﬁeld at the Co layer interface
contains some other optical factors whose particular spectral
response slightly modiﬁes the pure decay of the ﬁeld with the
wavelength, to ﬁnally deﬁne the obtained spectral shape of
ksp (real and imaginary parts).
This information on the spectral dependence of SPP
electromagnetic ﬁeld conﬁnement, implicit in B plasm , is also
contained in the dispersion relation. If we consider the sepa0
ration of the SPP wave vector from the light line, ksp
− k0 , the
bigger separation occurring at shorter wavelengths implies a
stronger evanescent decay and therefore a higher conﬁnement.
0
As a consequence, the magnitude ksp
− k0 is also able to
describe the spectral shape of ksp , and we have found that
r
i
it does it in a very accurate way for both ksp
and ksp
for our AuCoAu trilayered system, as shown in Fig. 3(d).
Summarizing, for longer wavelengths the SPP wave vector is
closer to the light line and thus the associated electromagnetic
ﬁeld is more spread out of the interface, while for smaller
wavelengths ksp increases and the SPP ﬁeld becomes more
conﬁned to the interface and the presence of the Co layer is
strongly felt. Our results show that this effect has a bigger
inﬂuence on ksp than the increase of QCo with wavelength.
V. EXTENSION TO OTHER FERROMAGNETIC METALS

The discussion performed above regarding the spectral
evolution of the magnetic ﬁeld driven modulation of SPP
wave vector for the particular AuCoAu trilayer system could
be, in principle, extended to the other ferromagnetic metals,
Fe and Ni, as the different parameters, ksp properties and
Q, evolve in a similar way. The right axis of Fig. 4(b)
r
i
shows the calculated values of ksp
and ksp
for trilayers of
Au/FerromagneticMetal/Au with a ferromagnetic metal layer
of 6 nm and h = 15 nm. To make the analysis as general
as possible, instead of employing optical and MO dielectric
constants experimentally determined in our laboratory, we
have chosen in this case to use well-established values that can
be found in the literature for the bulk forms of the analyzed
materials: Au, dielectric constant;36 Fe and Co, optical37 and
MO38 constants; and Ni, optical39 and MO40 constants. In
Fig. 4(a), the corresponding magneto-optical parameters Q
for Fe, Co, and Ni are shown. As can be seen in Fig. 4(b), the
greatest absolute values of modulation are obtained for Fe, and
Ni provides the lowest values, in agreement with the values
of Q parameter for each metal. Regarding the evolution with
wavelength, ksp behaves in the expected decreasing way,

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Wavelength dependence of the
magneto-optical parameter Q for the three ferromagnetic metals Fe
(dotted green line), Co (solid black line), and Ni (blue dashed line),
calculated from typical optical and magneto-optical constants for the
Fe
Fe
(Ref. 37), yz
(Ref. 38),
bulk materials referred to in the literature: xx
Co
Co
Ni
Ni
xx (Ref. 37), yz (Ref. 38), xx (Ref. 39), and yz (Ref. 40). (b) Right
axis: Dependence on wavelength of the real part (black dash-dot
line) and the imaginary part (red dashed line) of calculated ksp for
trilayers of Au/FerromagneticMetal/Au with h = 15 nm and tFerro =
6 nm, where Fe (top panel), Co (middle panel), and Ni (bottom panel)
are the ferromagnetic metal. Left axis: Comparison of the calculated
ksp with the separation of the SPP wave vector from the light line
(real part in black solid line and imaginary part in red dotted line).
The Q parameter used in the calculations is the one shown in part (a)
of the ﬁgure.

even for increasing values of Q, conﬁrming the predominance
of the plasmonic term to determine this evolution. Figure 4(b)
0
also compares the evolution of ksp with the distance of ksp
to the light line (left axis), with again a good agreement
between both quantities. The matching between ksp and
0
ksp
− k0 trends is slightly worse in the case of Fe, mainly at
small wavelengths, because of the stronger dependency of QFe
with wavelength in this regime, which gives rise to a stronger
convolution of the product of the MO and the plasmonic term
in Eq. (5) for this ferromagnetic metal.
It is well known that the propagation distance of surface
plasmon polaritons increases with wavelength, so that longer
wavelengths would provide a higher ﬂexibility in the design
of magnetic ﬁeld driven plasmonic devices. For example, in
the case of magnetoplasmonic modulators based on interferometers, the modulated intensity Imp is proportional to the
product of ksp times the slit-groove distance d,15,16 so that
higher modulations can be obtained by increasing this distance.
Therefore, in order to evaluate the optimal spectral range
for the performance of magnetoplasmonic modulators, the
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 FIG. 5. (Color online) Spectral evolution of the ﬁgure of merit
r )2 + (k i )2 × L for the same Au/FerromagneticMetal/Au
(ksp
sp
sp
trilayers as in Fig. 4, with the ferromagnetic metal being Fe (dotted
green line), Co (solid black line), and Ni (blue dashed line).

√
r 2
i 2
product (ksp
) + (ksp
) × Lsp , with Lsp being the length
at which the surface plasmon polariton intensity decays a factor
1/e, constitutes an adequate ﬁgure of merit.16 Figure 5 shows
this ﬁgure of merit for the three Au/FerromagneticMetal/Au
trilayers with Fe, Co, and Ni. The best performance in absolute
terms is again obtained by Fe, Ni being the worst one,
in agreement with the amount of MO response strength as
i
r
> ksp
,
indicated by Q. In the wavelength region with ksp
λ0 < 520 nm, the ﬁgure of merit is too small since the
propagation distance of the SPP is almost zero. In the spectral
range where SPPs start having propagation distances of a few
microns and therefore could be employed in photonic devices
(SPP propagation distance Lsp > 3 μm at λ0 > 600 nm for a
Au/Co/Au trilayer with the Co layer placed at h = 15 nm), the
ﬁgure of merit increases and achieves its maximum value at
around 1 μm. At these wavelengths, as was seen from Fig. 2,
both real and imaginary components of the modulation are
relevant. Finally, for wavelengths λ0 > 1 μm, the ﬁgure of
merit decreases a little, seeming to reach a saturation value.
Taking the values of Fig. 5 into consideration, a magnetoplasmonic modulator consisting of a Au/Fe/Au interferometer
with a separation distance of 3Lsp (achievable from our
experimental experience) and covered with a dielectric with
εd = 2 (see Ref. 16) could provide intensity modulations
(I /I = 2|k|Lsp )15 of around 12% in the optimal spectral
range (950 nm). This value is not far from other integrated
plasmonic modulator performances reported in the literature
based on thermo-optical or electro-optical effects.14,18 These
examples have the advantage of being already implemented
in SPP waveguide conﬁgurations, while the interferometer
geometry is still an extended one. However, magneto-optical
effects offer the advantage of higher switching speed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have determined both the real and the imaginary parts of
the magnetic ﬁeld induced modiﬁcation of the SPP wavevector
for Au/FerromagneticMetal/Au magnetoplasmonic systems.
It has been shown that the real part is the dominating
component in most of the spectral range, although at longer
wavelengths the values of both components approach and the
imaginary part has to be taken into account to appropriately
describe the system response. The spectral dependence of
the SPP wave vector modulation has been characterized,

and it shows a decreasing behavior with wavelength. By
means of an analytical expression for ksp obtained in the
approximation of a very thin ferromagnetic metal layer, we
have established that this spectral trend is due to the evolution
of the SPP properties with wavelength. These properties come
from the vertical conﬁnement of the SPP ﬁeld, which can
be qualitatively described by the evolution of the separation
between the SPP wave vector and the light line. The spectral
behavior has been also calculated for Fe and Ni, evolving the
same way as for Co. A ﬁgure of merit combining both magnetic
modulation and propagation of the SPP is also analyzed. In
terms of spectral dependence, the decrease of SPP wave vector
modulation is overcompensated by the increase in Lsp for a
signiﬁcant wavelength range, so that the 700 nm to 1 μm
interval becomes the optimal one.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE
MAGNETOPLASMONIC INTERFEROGRAM EQUATION

When we apply a magnetic ﬁeld, a variation of the
transmitted intensity at each point of the slit associated with
the modulation of the SPP wave vector takes place: I =
I (+M) − I (−M) ≡ Imp . In a ﬁrst-order approximation (valid
for ksp d  1), this I is the derivative of the transmitted ini
i
g 2
g
r
tensity I = A2r + Asp e−2ksp d + 2Ar Asp e−ksp d cos(ksp
d + ϕ0 )
with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld:
i
Imp = −4Agsp 2 e−2ksp d ksp
d

 0r
0i 
i
d cos ksp
d + ϕ0
− 4Ar Agsp e−ksp d ksp

 0r
r
+ ksp
d sin ksp
d + ϕ0 .
0i

(A1)

As can be seen, this expression consists of a ﬁrst small offset
term, a component in phase with the optical interferogram
i
associated with ksp
, and a π /2-shifted component due
r
to ksp . Neglecting the offset term, and applying some
trigonometry, Eq. (A1) can be expressed as




0i
r 2 + k i 2
Imp = −4Ar Agsp e−ksp d d ksp
sp
 0r

× sin ksp
d + ϕ0 + φ ,

(A2)

i
r
where φ is deﬁned as tan φ = ksp
/ksp
. This φ phase can be
determined as the shift between the maxima (or minima) of the
optical interferogram and the zeros of the magnetoplasmonic
one [see zoom in Fig. 1(b) of the main text].
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The Imp signal can be normalized by the amplitude contrast
of the optical intensity I , Icontrast = 4Ar Asp , resulting in






norm
r 2 + k i 2 sin k 0r d + ϕ + φ . (A3)
Imp
= −d ksp
0
sp
sp

The
 amplitude of this normalized Imp is then proportional
r )2 + (k i )2 × d. By determining the amplitude of
to (ksp
sp
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